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Chapter 1161: To Celestial Light Sect (3) 

 

“Do you think that Ling Wenbin belongs to the same kind of trash as you? He is a genuine seventh stage 

realm practitioner who had been established for a long time!” 

“The opponent he is assassinating, is a mere third stage realm peak practitioner. Will he not be able to 

deal with her? That little slut with the surname Bai, can’t even defeat me and only knew how to hide 

behind Eldest Senior Brother’s back, pretending to be weak! This time Eldest Senior Brother doesn’t 

bother about her, what else can she come out with? It’s impossible for her to escape!” 

Murong Fei gritted her teeth as she said that. 

But, although her words were firm, and her vow was solemn, but there was a faint restless feeling in her 

heart. 

Because although she used words to look down on Huang Yueli, despising her to dregs, but in her inner 

heart, she admitted that Huang Yueli indeed had some ability, and was very abnormal! Last time when 

she challenged her in Celestial Light Academy, not knowing what happened, her attack was actually 

rebounded, causing her to fall into a miserable state! 

This wretched lass was sinister and sly, perhaps…. Ling Wenbin might have fallen into her trap by 

mistake, which wasn’t an impossible matter to happen. 

But, no matter how Murong Fei thought, she would never guessed that Ling Wenbin had already died 

under Huang Yueli’s hands! 

In her view, or from any ordinary person’s point of view, a seventh stage realm second level pursuing a 

third stage realm ninth level, there absolutely wasn’t any other suspense! No matter how smart or tricky 

Huang Yueli was, the disparity between four huge realms was an unsurpassable heavenly moat! 

Under absolute potential, no schemes or tricks would be of use. 

The guards were worried that Murong Fei would fly into a rage on the spot and didn’t dare to rebuke 

her, so they could only admit that they had failed to put in their best effort! 

Murong Fei clenched her teeth as she continued, “Now…. gather more people to search! Search every 

single corner to find her! Even if you dig three meters underground, you have to find her! After you find 

her, execute her on the spot and whoever can bring her head to find me, I guarantee that I will get my 

father to take him in as a direct disciple!” 

The guards were originally disinclined and wanted to casually put up a show to pacify her, but upon 

hearing such a promise, everyone started to get excited. 

To become the Sect Master’s direct disciple! 

This was the highest achievement which all Celestial Light Sect disciples were chasing after in their entire 

life! 



Once they were taken in by Sect Master, that would be equivalent to a carp leaping to transform into a 

dragon. They would become the crowd’s revered object instantly, there would be endless supply of high 

levelled cultivation methods and pills, and they didn’t need to be the guards for some Young Miss or 

Young Master and put in all their concentration on cultivating! 

Hearing that, the guards started patting their chests to guarantee that they would find Huang Yueli, and 

moreover thought of various ways to kill her. 

Murong Fei thought for a moment and said, “No, just based on the few of you, I’m not assured! That 

little slut, Bai Ruoli had very high innate talent. Perhaps you’re all not her match. How about this, I’ve 

already contacted the four elders and Second Senior Brother Li Lingchuan, and they have all agreed to 

help me! The minute you find Bai Ruoli’s whereabouts, you must come look for me or those few elders 

and not alert her, so that we can take her down in one strike! And remove this trouble forever!” 

“Yes, Eldest Young Miss, please be assured. This time round, even if this wretched lass has wings, she 

can stop dreaming of flying away!” 

“That’s right, where did this country lass come from, actually wanted to snatch Eldest Young Miss’ man, 

can’t even look at her own reflection, just based on her, is she even worthy of our heroic and manly, 

suave and handsome Young Sect Master?” 
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“Totally! Only Eldest Young Miss, this kind of peerless beauty, has the right to stand next to Young Sect 

Master!” 

“Eldest Young Miss please be assured, we will definitely find that little slut!” 

The guards were hollering loudly to express their loyalty as they left filled with determination. 

A sinister glint flashed beneath Murong Fei’s eyes, as she gritted her teeth and spat out, “Hmph, Bai 

Ruoli, since you dare to go against me, then don’t blame me for being vicious! As long as you die, one 

day, Eldest Senior Brother will realise that I’m the one who treats him the best, the most passionate! 

Since you’ve already parted ways with Eldest Senior Brother, then might as well cut of off cleanly, it’d be 

best if the both of you belonged to different worlds, so you better not appear for the rest of your life!” 

Murong Fei clenched her fists as she turned and walked into the deep end of the Sect. 

Following that, as the distance was just too far away, even if it was Huang Yueli, she could not hear any 

other things. 

That was when she finally showed herself from the big tree which she was hiding behind, and her 

slender brows rose slightly, feeling that this matter was a little hard to deal with. 

Murong Fei wanted her life, she wasn’t surprised at all. Even the fact that Murong Fei colluded with Ling 

Wenbin, this was also within her expectations. 



But Huang Yueli had not expected Murong Fei to hate her so much. Besides that she had already been 

very careful, she had mysteriously gone missing for more than a month, but Murong Fei still wanted her 

life so badly that she ordered her man to dig three meters underground to find her! 

Huang Yueli originally thought, of finding an excuse, to express her identity to the guards. Even if she 

could not meet Li Moying himself, but as long as she was able to see one of his Shadow Guards, she 

would be able to stay in Celestial Light Sect openly, and someone would inform Li Moying of her when 

he’s back. 

However, after she saw Murong Fei, she couldn’t help but admitted that her initial thinking was just too 

simple. 

Li Moying had brought all his Shadow Guards away, so now there wasn’t a single person whom she 

knew in the entire Celestial Light Sect. 

Plus the fact that there was a Murong Fei who eyes covetously, if she found out about her 

whereabouts….. 

Huang Yueli wasn’t afraid of Murong Fei taking a move against her personally. Ever since her 

advancement, Murong Fei was no longer her match. 

But such a large Sect like Celestial Light Sect, after all the concrete background runs deep, and every 

single Elder were at least of eight stage realm cultivation. 

If she really fought with Murong Fei in Celestial Light Sect, under the circumstances where Li Moying 

was not there to aid her, if Murong Fei were to find the Elders for help, then her life would be in peril! 

No, there was no way she would take this kind of risk! 

But for her to leave like this, she didn’t knew where to look for Li Moying….. 

Could it be that, she had to wait at the entrance of Celestial Light Sect daily, waiting for his return? 

But heavens knows when Li Moying would return? If he set his heart, that if he couldn’t find her, he 

would not return! Then wouldn’t she be waiting in vain? 

Just as Huang Yueli was at a loss, and she was indecisive, another burst of bustle was heard from 

Celestial Light Sect’s main entrance. 

Yet another carriage stopped at the mountain entrance. 

This carriage, as compared to the one which Murong Fei sat in, was obviously of much lower class, and 

the magical beast which was pulling the carriage was an ordinary first tier magical beast. The cabin was 

very large, apparently there were many people who were seated inside. 

The carriage stopped, and a lot of people got off from the cabin, there were a total of ten over people. 

Huang Yueli raised her head and was silently shocked, because these ten people were people whom she 

had met before, they were all Celestial Light Academy’s students! 
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People like Yuan Zeyu, Lu Zijue and such top talents in Celestial Light Academy’s Martial Arts Stage, they 

were all present. 

And among these top experts, there were two whom she was extremely familiar with. 

Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang, these two had agreed to follow her, Celestial Light Academy’s students who 

acknowledged her as Master, were also among this crowd. 

Huang Yueli was pleasantly surprised because seeing the both of them meant that she had found her 

helpers. 

Although she had no idea why they had come to Celestial Light Academy, but they were connected by 

the Blood Pact, so it was impossible for them to betray her, so she definitely would be able to obtain 

their aid. 

Thinking of this, Huang Yueli retrieved a paper and pen from her sleeves and speedily wrote a note, then 

creasing it into a bundle, she sued her finger and flicked it! 

The paper bundle flew silently and landed on Su Qing Yueli bosom, then later bounced and 

coincidentally dropped into her sleeves. 

….. 

Su Qingyue had not noticed it initially and it was only until she reached the place where she was staying 

before she found a note in her sleeve. Upon opening it up and taking a look, she almost jumped with joy 

from the shock, and not caring that her outer robe was not dressed properly yet, she ran to look for Yu 

Xinyang. 

“Xinyang, Xinyang! Great news, Sister Li is not dead, she sent me a message!” 

“What?” Yu Xinyang also hurriedly dashed out from his room. 

The both of them held on to the note, and looked at it against the light and it was written, “I’m near 

Celestial Light Sect, staying in the town’s largest inn on the west side, third room. Tonight at twelve 

o’clock, find a chance to come and look for me. Anonymous.” 

Although it was stated as “anonymous”, but both of them recognised Huang Yueli’s words. 

“We must find a way to slip out and meet Sister Li!” Su Qingyue said. 

Yu Xinyang appeared to be more cautious, “But…. wasn’t it said that Third Miss’s whereabouts probably 

bode ill, why would she suddenly appear at Celestial Light Sect? Could this be fake?” 

“Even if this is fake, for Sister Li, we have to take the risk and go over!” 

….. 

Midnight that night, the night was quiet. 

Huang Yueli sat alone in the room, waiting for the both of them. 



Just after midnight, knocking sound was heard from the outside of her door. 

“Come in.” Huang Yueli said in a low-pitched voice. 

Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang pushed the door open, and they were so agitated that they almost screamed 

out loudly. 

“Sister Li, it’s you….. it’s really you! You’re still alive!” 

“Yes, Third Miss, we thought something happened to you, and we’re all very worried!” 

Huang Yueli asked curiously, “How did you know that something unfortunate happened to me? I 

remember that before I left, I told you all that I’m leaving just to settle something.” 

Su Qingyue replied, “Sister Li, you don’t know, when you just left, we indeed didn’t realised that 

something was wrong. Just that Yu Xinyang once told me that the link between his and your blood pact, 

seemed to become weaker than usual. We thought it was because the distance between you two were 

too far, so we didn’t suspect anything.” 

“But, later on, after many days, you didn’t appear. Instead Senior Brother Li suddenly returned to the 

Sect, bringing a lot of men along! From that day onwards, Principal Jiang sent his men to watch out for 

your whereabouts in the academy, and every single person in the academy was interrogated. As 

Xiaoyang and I are closer to you, we’d been interrogated several times!” 

“It was then, that we realised that you have mysteriously disappeared, furthermore…. Senior Brother Li 

is actually Celestial Light Sect’s Young Sect Master!” 
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Yu Xinyang also chimed in, “That’s right, when we heard that Senior Brother Li was actually Young Sect 

Master, the entire academy bubbled up, because this news really made everyone surprised, totally 

shocked beyond words! Especially those people who are usually jealous of you, for example, Li Xue’er, 

when she heard that your fiancé is Celestial Light Sect’s Young Sect Master, she was so scared till she 

fainted there and then!” 

Su Qingyue smiled, as she continued, When Young Sect Master returned to the Sect, weren’t there quite 

a number of people who said that you were ditched by him, and was a pitiful, unlovable abandoned 

woman? That day when Young Sect Master rushed into the academy in anxiety, his expression looked as 

though he was about to murder someone….. tsk tsk, no matter who saw that, would not misinterpret it 

wrongly, Young Sect Master simply loves you to no end! Sister Li, you really made all of us envious, to 

think that you can control Young Sect Master!” 

Huang Yueli started to get a little embarrassed upon hearing what Su Qingyue said. 

“I… when did I control him? It’s all because he’s a willing party! Moreover….. what’s wrong with Young 

Sect Master? Don’t say Young Sect Master, even if it’s Soaring Heavens Continent’s number one expert, 

if he wanted to be with me, then he’d have to treat me like his goddess?” 

Originally, Huang Yueli and Li Moying’s status was just too far apart. 



If it was another girl bearing the same status as Huang Yueli saying such things, one would definitely feel 

that she’s overestimating herself. 

But hearing Huang Yueli said that, Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang just felt that it was a matter-of-fact. 

They understood Huang Yueli’s innate talent, potential and knowledge the best, so naturally they knew 

that based on her own ability, even if it was in front of a large Sect like Celestial Light Sect’s Young 

Master, she would not make a fool of herself! 

On the contrary, only a man like Li Moying was worthy of Huang Yueli, to allow her to humble herself 

out of her own will, to be together with him. 

Su Qingyue smiled for a while, before her expression started to turn solemn. 

“From the start, although we were all surprised, but hearing that Young Sect Master had personally 

brought his men over, we felt that they probably would be able to find you quickly. But as time went by, 

you were not found, Xinyang and myself also joined in the search party, looking for you everywhere but 

still wasn’t able to locate you…. many people guessed, that something probably happened to you…. 

Young Sect Master was said to fell very ill, so sad that he wished to die.” 

As Su Qingyue was saying, she carefully checked on Huang Yueli’s expression. 

Huang Yueli’s brows were indeed tangled together. 

What she thought of, was Li Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness. She wasn’t by Li Moying’s side, so when 

that man’s illness acted up, he would definitely feel especially upset, plus the fact that he was so 

worried about her, under both elements criss-crossing, it might just drag his body down! 

Su Qingyue saw her worried look, and hurriedly persuaded, “Luckily, we heard that Young Sect Master 

had regained conscious and is now out and about, looking for you! As long as he gets the news that 

you’re safe and sound, I believe no matter how serious his illness is, it would be cured without the need 

for any medication!” 

Huang Yueli heaved a deep sigh, “Let’s hope so!” 

Following that, she asked again, “What’s the matter with the both of you? Why are you with Yuan Zeyu 

and the rest, appearing in Celestial Light Sect?” 

Coming to this topic, Su Qingyue’s face revealed a smile, “Sister Li, you didn’t expect it right? Ten days 

ago, was Celestial Light Sect’s yearly examination date for selecting outer disciples among the core 

students! Yu Xinyang and myself took part in this examination, and we ran into luck, passing this round’s 

examination and officially became Celestial Light Sect’s outer disciples! 
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Huang Yueli blinked her pretty eyes, as she appeared extremely surprised with joy. 

“Oh…. So it’s like this? Then this time I must really congratulate you both! I’d not expected that both 

your potentials to have such a huge improvement! I remember when I left, the both of you were still not 



core students. It’s just barely been two months and you’ve already became Celestial Light Sect’s outer 

disciples! Looks like… my foresight is indeed correct!” 

Yu Xinyang was full of smiled, as he humbly replied, “Third Miss, you’re over praising us! You know best 

what quality we are! If it wasn’t because of the cultivation methods and Profound Skills which you’ve 

given us, and those pills which raises cultivation and cultivation speed, I’m afraid we’d not get to even 

become core students, not to mention the day to join Celestial Light Sect!” 

Huang Yueli smiled as she shook her head, “Even if I have given you the cultivation methods and pills, 

but if you didn’t had enough power of comprehension to comprehend the cultivation methods, and 

didn’t had enough determination to continue cultivation day and night, you wouldn’t be able to achieve 

so much within such a short span of time? I believe in the both of you, as long as you can aid me 

properly, I still have plenty of better cultivation methods, Profound Armaments and pills, I will not treat 

you poorly.” 

Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang exchanged glances, as their eyes were filled with joy. 

When Huang Yueli went missing, they were upset for quite a long time. Other than the relationship and 

feelings that they shared, they also felt that without Huang Yueli’s aid, it was not possible for them to 

gain any higher achievement in the way of cultivation. 

They had not expected that Huang Yueli actually came back to life! There were hopes for their future! 

Su Qingyue hurriedly asked, “That’s right, Sister Li, I haven’t had the time to ask, why did you go missing 

this time? Is it really like what the others were spreading, that you were being assassinated, and was 

heavily injured?” 

Huang Yueli kept silent for a moment, and briefly explained the scenario of her death pursuit by the 

assassinator. Of course, she didn’t mention the matter regarding the inheritance tower, but only 

mentioned that Murong Fei and Ling Wenbin’s colluding, trying to kill her during her way here, in the 

end, she managed to escape to a hidden place and hid herself as she recuperated. It was only after she 

recovered that she left that place, thinking to find Li Moying. 

The both of them were infuriated as they listened to her story, helping her berate Ling Wenbin and 

Murong Fei’s shamelessness. 

Huang Yueli heard them for a while before she shook her head to cut them off. 

“Alright, the matter’s already happened, so there’s no meaning in saying too much. Anyway Ling Wenbin 

is already dead, and as for Murong Fei, since she attempted to scheme against me like this, I’d 

personally take my revenge sooner or later! Absolutely will not let her off easily! Only, what’s urgent 

now, is that I must find Li Moying as soon as possible, so what suggestions do you have towards this 

matter?” 

Su Qingyue thought for a moment and said, Actually you need not specially look for Young Sect Master. 

Because I heard from the others in the Sect today mentioning that, Young Sect Master had already 

confirmed, that he will return to Celestial Light Sect three days later…..” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli suddenly thought of this. 



Three days later… seemed to be full moon’s night! 

Yes, if Li Moying was still rational enough, he should know that no matter how anxious he was, he 

shouldn’t be outside swaggering, and should return to the Sect. 

That meant that, she only needed to wait for him in Celestial Light Sect. 

Huagn Yueli nodded and said, “Alright, I’ll wait for him in Celestial Light Sect. Do you have any way, to 

help me get into Celestial Light Sect?” 

Yu Xinyang showed a difficult expression as he advised, “Third Miss, I feel that you better not take the 

risk to enter Celestial Light Sect. What if Murong Fei found out, then you’d be in danger!” 
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Huang Yueli shook her head and said, “No, if I’m not in Celestial Light Sect, how would I be able to meet 

Li Moying the minute he’s back? But, I don’t want to tear our faces apart with Murong Fei right now, so I 

have to go incognito. It’d be best if I can secretly infiltrate in, do you have any idea?” 

“This… this is not an easy feat!” 

“That’s right, Celestial Light Sect’s security is very tight and all the disciples can only enter based on their 

own identity tags. We also used tremendous strength before we managed to slip out secretly today…..” 

The two of them racked their brains for a moment, when Su Qingyue’s eyes shone. 

“I’ve an idea!” 

Huang Yueli looked at her in anticipation, “You have a way?” 

Su Qingyue nodded as she said, “Among the students who became outer disciples, there is a Junior 

Sister Ye Xiao. She’s just slightly older than you, sixteen this year, extremely talented and among the 

students to become outer disciples this year, she’s the youngest. But her luck isn’t very good. Just a few 

days before reporting to the Sect, she suddenly ran into Qi Deviation while cultivating, which led to her 

suffering from heavy internal injury. She wasn’t able to get up from bed, so she had no way to report.” 

“According to Celestial Light Sect’s rules, if outer disciples were to get into an accident, their place would 

be preserved and if she managed to report within a year, it will be counted. Junior Sister Ye Xiao 

specially asked me to bring her identity tag along, to help her apply for leave from the Sect’s 

administrator.” 

She raised her head and looked at Huang Yueli, “You can pretend to be Junior Sister Ye and assume her 

identity to smuggle in!” 

Huang Yueli joyously nodded as she said, “This is a good idea, we shall do that!” 

Su Qingyue paused, and suddenly said perplexedly, “But, in this way, we have to find a skilled artist who 

excels in disguise, to change your looks into Junior Sister Ye’s looks. Because all the Celestial Light 

Academy’s students whom we came along with, all recognised Junior Sister Ye!” 



Huang Yueli smiled when she heard that, “We don’t need to trouble anyone, I myself is a master of 

disguises! Just tell me how does Ye Xiao looks like will do!” 

Su Qingyue’s eyes opened wide as she looked at her in disbelief. 

Yu Xinyang also bore a shocked expression on his face. 

The both of them were having the same thoughts, This… This Bai Ruoli is just too abnormal wasn’t it? 

Why was it that she knew everything? She was even proficient in disguise, what else did she not know 

about? 

… 

As they didn’t had Ye Xiao’s portrait, and it was all based on Su Qingyue’s verbal description, so Huang 

Yueli spent an entire night’s effort before successfully changing her countenance to Ye Xiao’s looks. 

The minute dawn broke, the trio headed back to Celestial Light Sect. 

The disciple who was on guard duty took a look, and discovered that the three of them were wearing 

outer disciple’s uniform, as a hint of disdain flashed past his eyes. 

“Who are you guys? Show me your identity tags quickly!” 

The trio retrieved their identity tags and showed it to him. 

After the guards saw it, his eyes were filled with even more disdain. Outer disciples who had just joined 

yesterday, were on Celestial Light Sect’s lowest level. Among the outer factotum they belonged to the 

lowest level, those kind where anyone could bully! 

He gave a cough as his tone turned extremely severe. 

“You few… how dare you! As an outer disciple, you actually left the Sect late at night and had not 

returned for the entire night! Do you know that this is against the Sect’s regulations? Just your first day 

here and you already dare to defy the regulations! Do you still want to mingle around here? Which 

administrator’s disciples do you belong to?” 
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When Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang heard that, they couldn’t help but shuddered. 

They actually knew that slipping out of the Sect yesterday was against the Sect’s regulations, but in 

order to meet Huang Yueli, they couldn’t not take this risk. 

Furthermore, they had planned to rush back throughout the night. 

Whoever knew that, not only have they spent the night outside, furthermore, they brought back Huang 

Yueli, an imitation who had dressed up in disguise! 

The two of them already had a guilty conscience, and after being sternly interrogated by the guard, they 

were both shocked and frightened, not knowing how to reply. 



If the news about the just joining Celestial Light Sect and sent to the administrator for flouting the Sect’s 

regulations, they would be finished and perhaps, they might be thrown out of Celestial Light Sect on the 

spot! 

Ruining their own future was still alright but the plans which Huang Yueli made to smuggle into Celestial 

Light Sect, would immediately fail. 

“This Senior Brother, please… please be appeased…..” 

“Senior Brother, it’s our fault, please give us another chance!” 

Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang exchanged glances, as she hurriedly pleaded for mercy. 

The guard remained unmoved, “Why? Now you know you’re in the wrong? Pleading me for mercy? 

When you slipped out, why didn’t you think of the consequences. I’m telling you, it’s too late! Hmph, 

Sect Master is just too nice, to actually take you trash in from those small places! Strength, you don’t 

have, potential, you don’t have too, and can’t even understand regulations…..” 

The guard went on and on berating them, apparently, he could find superiority from them. 

Those practitioners who were in charge of guarding the main entrance, were all outer disciples. 

Although this was one of the better outer factotum jobs, but no matter what, they were still outer 

disciples. 

Usually they were often bullied or despised by those inner disciples of direct disciples who happened to 

walk past, so even if the other party was being unreasonable, but in the end when the Sect Master or 

Elders casted condemnation, the first to get punished would always be these guards. 

He had long stomached an unpleasant feeling, so finally there were a few whose status were much 

lower than him, so naturally he must use all his might to bully them! 

Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang had just arrived, and weren’t sure of what was happening inside, so they 

didn’t dare to rebuke him. 

The more Huang Yueli heard, the funnier she felt, as her lips coldly rose upwards and walked towards 

him. 

“This Senior Brother….” 

“Calling Senior Brother is of no use!” 

Huang Yueli’s right hand flipped, and retrieved a pile of exquisite wrist band, as she secretly stuffed it 

into the guard’s hands. 

“Senior Brother, I’m really sorry. We didn’t return last night because some days ago, I entered Qi 

Deviation while cultivating, and wasn’t able to report to Celestial Light Sect in time. Yesterday, I just 

rushed over, and Senior Sister Su and Senior Brother Yu went to pick me up. This sort of special 

circumstances, we will not do it ever again, so please be magnanimous and let us off just this once?” 

The guard had received something and his expression turned slightly better. 



Originally, he said so much, was just to use his authority, and hoping that they would present 

something, in the end? Those two blockheads were so silly, other than pleading they did nothing else! 

He was still hesitant if he should made his words even more obvious and finally someone had 

responded! 

This young lady seemed to be the youngest, but she knew how to act, at least she’s much better that 

those two papaya brains. 

The guard mumbled as he said, “Who do you think I am? Am I someone who you can casually bribe…..” 
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He originally wanted to hold for a moment, to see if he could squeeze something more out of them. 

But when he lowered his head to take a look, the minute he looked at it clearly, his eyes almost popped 

out, and momentarily, all the things he wanted to say were all stuck at the back of his throat. 

“This…..” 

The young lady who stuffed the thing in his hands, was actually a pair of third tier upper grade wrist 

band! 

He himself had merely just advanced to fourth stage realm cultivation. Although he was in South Sky 

Region’s top rated sect like Celestial Light Sect, but as an outer disciple, the advantages he could 

obtained was limited. 

Third tier upper grade Profound Armaments, to him, was absolutely an extremely valuable thing. If he 

wanted to buy it, he would have to throw in several years of savings into it, and he could only purchase 

the most inferior quality type! 

But now this young lady just offered a piece of third tier upper grade Profound Armament! 

This… wasn’t this a little too extravagant? What was her influence? 

The guard raised his head in astonishment, as he stared at her, and at the same time Huang Yueli timely 

unleashed her own Profound Energy’s coercion! 

The guard shivered, and finally realised that the young lady in front of him, was actually a fourth stage 

realm practitioner, furthermore…. Her cultivation was much higher than his! 

The guard’s gaze towards her changed instantly, and his tone immediately turned much more polite. 

“….. But, Celestial Light Sect isn’t unreasonable. You guys indeed have some special circumstances, so 

this time round, I’ll forget about it. In future, you must take note and not violate this again. If everyone 

were like you guys, not putting the regulations on your minds, how would things do?” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “Senior Brother please be assured, I guarantee that we won’t do it again!” 

The guard moved sideways to let them pass. 



Huang Yueli led Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang who were behind her, calmly walking right in. 

Even though she was the counterfeit who smuggled in but she didn’t display a single bit of guilt, as 

compared to the real Celestial Light Sect disciples, her performance was much more natural. 

Su Qingyue looked at her, and looked at the guard who was just putting on the third tier upper grade 

wrist guards to test it out, her heart instantly ached. 

“Sister Li, it’s all our fault for the improper planning, causing you to lose such a good pair of wrist 

guards! Third tier upper grade Profound Armament, just to bribe that kind of bully, sigh, what a pity! 

Such a waste of a heavenly item!” 

A cold glint appeared beneath Huang Yueli’s eyes, “No issue, anyway it’s just a third tier upper grade 

Profound Armament, I have lots of it here. The most important thing is to be able to smuggle into 

Celestial Light Sect and staying put, I have to keep a low profile and not attract anyone’s attention, so 

for other matters, we’ll just tolerate with it for now. anyway…. He didn’t gain much! 

When she and Li Moying’s relationship was announced, that guard probably would be shocked to death, 

so this kinda fellow wasn’t worth her effort to deal with. 

“Then…. alright! Sister Li, come with me and let’s report to the administrator first.” 

Huang Yueli followed them, to the administrator’s courtyard. 

On the way, Su Qingyue roughly described Celestial Light Sect outer disciple’s situation. 

There was a large number of Celestial Light Sect outer disciples, other than those practitioners who 

passed the examination to enter the Sect, there were various upper level Elders or protectors children, 

and some were talents, who were worth nurturing, sent over by large clans to Celestial Light Sect. 

Other than those, there would be some who came to the Sect to ask for an apprenticeship. Although 

most of them were like that little boy whom Huang Yueli met yesterday, being thrown out, but there 

would be an extremely small number of lucky ones who would be selected by the Sect’s higher 

management who happened to pass by, who were then accepted under their wing. 
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As Su Qingyue was explaining, she started to grumble softly, “Before entering the Sect, I never knew 

that there were so many outer disciples! Furthermore, the status of outer disciples in the Sect is very 

lowly, being ignored by everyone everywhere.” 

Huang Yueli laughed as she thought nothing of this, “What’s so strange about this? When we were in 

Celestial Light Academy, weren’t ordinary students also bullied by core students? In Soaring Heavens 

Continent, power talks. Whoever has more power, naturally would have the right and ability to bully 

others!” 

They were talking while walking and it didn’t took much time when they reached the administrator’s 

courtyard entrance. 



After getting someone to inform him, and after waiting for a long time, till the trio started to get 

impatient, finally a voice from inside summoned them in. 

The administrator’s surname was Chen, and he looked like he was forty over years old, with two strokes 

of moustache, which made him looked retched. 

He kept looking at Huang Yueli from head to toe, sizing her up, as he had an unfriendly tone. 

“Why? Heard that you were into Qi Deviation a few days ago while you were cultivation, so you weren’t 

able to report to the Sect on time? As Celestial Light Sect’s disciples, to actually commit such a silly 

mistake like this, doesn’t it represent that you don’t even know the most basic foundation of 

cultivation? Moreover, you tried to bite off more than you can chew, can’t you just be more down-to-

earth and cultivate properly!” 

“We, Celestial Light Sect only accepts South Sky Region’s most outstanding talented practitioners, and 

they must be the most hardworking and steadfast practitioners, not like you? To tell the truth, if it 

wasn’t for the fact that the Sect has its regulations, I’m not even willing to let people like you report 

here! Anyway with your attitude, in future you’d probably not have any large achievements, so Celestial 

Light Sect isn’t short of people like you!” 

Hearing Administrator Chen criticising Huang Yueli in such a mean way, Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang were 

extremely furious, but they didn’t dare to speak their mind. 

Huang Yueli’s expression, however, did not change, nodding her head as she admitted her own mistake. 

At the same time, she brought out another piece of fourth tier middle grade Profound Artifact, as she 

tried the same routine earlier, to bribe Administrator Chen. 

After Administrator Chen accepted the item, he indeed turned magnanimous, as he asked her to leave, 

and telling them simultaneously, “From tomorrow onwards, remember to report to the Factotum 

Department.” 

“Factotum Department?” Su Qingyue asked curiously. 

Administrator Chen twisted his moustache, as he sneered, “Why? Don’t even know about the Factotum 

Department? Know that to feed such a big bunch of disciples like you all, how much spirit stones is used 

and how much resources are wasted? You use and eat in the Sect, shouldn’t you use your energy to do 

some things for the Sect? Want to be a freeloader? I’m telling you, every single outer disciple, must take 

up a factotum, those who don’t want to work will be thrown out of Celestial Light Sect! As for other 

details, on that day, the people in the factotum department will explain further.” 

After they left, Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang looked at each other with dismay. 

“Really never expected that…. we need to do odd jobs? I thought we were here to cultivate!” 

Huang Yueli merely smiled. 

In her previous life, she was the Young Sect Master of a large Sect, so she naturally knew that all large 

Sect’s outer disciples were required to do factotum. 



Actually, the security in the large Sect’s internal departments and since there were too many outer 

disciples, it was normal for them to use their manual work to exchange for a chance to cultivate, and 

they had no status within the Sect. 

If they were able to improve further from an outer disciple, turning into an inner disciple, then that 

would really be a party whom the Sect wanted to groom, so their status would be elevated by a huge 

notch. Not only do they not need to do factotum, there would be a stable amount of resources which 

they could obtain every month, and occasionally they would receive pointers from the Sect’s internal 

top experts. 
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But, the amount of nurturing which inner disciples could get were still very casual, and if they really 

wanted to make an achievement for themselves, they still need to become an apprentice formally to the 

Sect Master or those Elders, to become direct disciples. 

Every Elder, would only have ten direct disciples under their wings for their entire lifetime, so every 

single direct disciple would be able to get the Sect’s utmost nurturing and the Elders’ careful pointers, so 

their future achievements would also represent the Elders’ reputation. 

But wishing to become a direct descendant, the difficulty was just too high! 

Celestial Light Sect as the number one Sect in South Sky Region, the standard which they used while 

selecting direct disciples, naturally were South Sky Region’s top rated talents. 

From the people whom Huang Yueli met, Li Moying naturally was ridiculously strong, and this wasn’t the 

normal standard, so he would naturally not be taken into consideration. 

But other than Li Moying, his second junior brother Li Lingchuan, fifth junior brother Luo Jiyun, and 

including Murong Fei, were all exceptional talents who had eighth grade innate talent. The other direct 

disciples whom the ordinary Elders took in, totally could not be compared to Sect Master himself. But at 

the very least, they had at least sixth grade innate talent and above. 

To most practitioners, sixth grade innate talent…. simply was an existence which was legendary, an 

unimaginable genius. 

In Celestial Light Academy, Huang Yueli had already witnessed the so called Martial Arts Stage top ten, 

who were all famous talented youngsters in Sky Cloud City, but only Yuan Zeyu had barely reached sixth 

grade innate talent and above. 

As the others, don’t assume that they had passed the examination and managed to join the Sect, but in 

this place, they merely had the life of a cannon fodder! 

Huang Yueli smiled as she comforted Su Qingyue and party, “Various large Sect’s outer disciples are all 

like this. There are many odd jobs around the Sect so surely there must be someone who had to do it 

right? If it wasn’t for this, I’m afraid that various large Sect would not even take in so many outer 

disciples! If you feel indignant, then put in more effort and when you become an inner disciple, then you 

can cultivate in peace.” 



“Mn, I will work hard!” 

“If we can’t even become the Sect’s inner disciple, won’t we be throwing away Third Miss’ face?” 

Both of them put on a determined look, which made Huang Yueli extremely satisfied. 

The trip returned to the place where they were arranged to stay. 

Huang Yueli took a look at the surroundings, and as expected, although this place was considered rather 

clean, but it was extremely crowded, a large quantity of outer disciples staying together, one room had 

to inhibit two people! This was equivalent to where her servants in the Manor in South Yue Kingdom 

stayed. 

Yu Xinyang was worried that this Master of his would be upset with the place. After all when Huang 

Yueli was in Celestial Light Sect, she enjoyed the highest privilege, staying alone in the courtyard with 

the most abundant Profound Qi! 

However, Huang Yueli herself couldn’t care less about this. 

Anyway it was only for a few nights so there wasn’t a need to be too picky, it wasn’t as if she was 

someone who hadn’t suffered before. 

Hearing the Junior Sister Ye who went into Qi Deviation suddenly recovered, and had rushed over to 

Celestial Light Sect to report, those ten over students from Celestial Light Academy who had joined the 

Sect, all came over to visit her. 

In the past when they were in the academy, all of them were still battling against each other, but it was 

only a day when they reached Celestial Light Sect, and all of them had already realised that it wasn’t 

easy to get about here. They were all from the same academy, so at least they were considered as 

related, so they must stay united together. 

So, everyone’s attitude towards Huang Yueli was affectionate, and they even prepared presents for her 

wishing her a speedy recovery. 

Only Yuan Zeyu seemed to sense something, as he stared at Huang Yueli’s face for a long time before his 

eyes flowed out a suspecting look. 

 


